Multi-step Scoring and Time Problems
Bob’s total score on three tests was 250. He got a 90 on the first test and 75 on the second test. What was his score on the third test?

The Bowler Little League team scored some runs in the first inning. The Stockbridge team scored three runs in the bottom of the first inning. Bowler was up by one run. Then, in the second inning Stockbridge scored four more runs but Bowler didn’t score any more. After the second inning, how many runs was Stockbridge leading by?

Pete’s bowling scores this week were 121, 134 and 157. Veronica’s scores were 137, 179 and 120. What were Pete’s and Veronica’s mean scores and who had the highest mean score?

Kerry only has two hours to study for exams. She needs to study math, English, science and social studies. She needs twice the amount of time for math and science than English and social studies. How much time should she spend on each subject?

Lori can’t wait to get her driver’s license. She turns sixteen on December 17, 2010. If today is August 12, 2009, how long until she can get her driver’s license?

Nicole started working on her homework at 7:50 P.M. She was finally finished at 10:15 P.M. She took three breaks of five minutes each during this time. How long did Nicole work on her homework?